Baby Scavenger Hunt at Home

I’ll give you a clue – it’s not blankets or bibs, but it’s one thing in common that cars have with cribs.

Most non-pregnant people would never dream, that these are delicious, consumed with ice-cream!

Here you will find a lot of laughter and squeals, when baby is pushed in their first set of wheels.

Many changes of clothes a baby goes through, but after going here, they’ll look like brand new.

When a baby settles down to watch “Baby Einstein,” they could stare at this box for hours at a time!

Although just a newborn, and can’t go here yet, the fun babies all have, when they can get wet.

The prize you look for is presently hiding, where baby will spend a lot of time riding.

Where something is marked with a poetic “B”, it quickly gets baked for baby and me.
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**Laundry/ washer/ dryer/ hamper**

**A Baby stroller.** Put the stroller somewhere everyone will notice it.

**Bathroom.** You could put a baby tub in your bathtub. If you plan on using a baby tub that fits into your skin, you can hide your little gifts in there.

**Cars and cribs both have bumpers.** You will need to choose if you want to hide your gifts in the crib or on your car. What you choose to do here depends on the weather and how your house is set up. If you are having a winter baby AND your car is parked outside, the guests may not want to go outside to your car to find their little gifts. In that case, you may want to tie or strap your little gifts to the bumper of baby’s crib. If you are having a winter baby AND your car is parked in a garage, attached to your house, taping the gifts to your car bumper would be a good idea.

**Your hiding spot is the oven.** Be sure no one turns on the oven during the shower.

**TV.** You could tape the little gifts on or near to the tv.

**Baby’s car seat.** Place the car seat in a place where everyone can see.

**Pickles.** They are usually kept in the refrigerator. Hide your prizes near the pickle jar in the refrigerator.